INTRODUCTION
The classic ring structure of a number of identical achromat cells arranged in a highly symmetric circular form has been used in the vast majority of synchrotron light sources. However, lattices with small electron emittances require smaller dispersion function and stronger sextupoles are needed in order to correct the chromaticity. In the same time, as is well known, the sextupoles dramatically decrease the dynamic aperture due to their nonlinear action. To avoid the influence of sextupoles on the dynamic aperture the multi-family sextupole schemes are used. But, unfortunately, all of them do not give complete compensation.
In particular, for third generation synchrotron light sources the residual sextupole component becomes the stronger factor in comparison with errors and misalignments and this factor limits the dynamic aperture. Thus, the search of new solutions to decrease the influence of the sextupoles has remained to be actual. But let us ask ourselves, if we can not suppress effectively the influence of sextupoles, may be we should properly use the non-linearity of sextupole to stabilize motion? Such an instrument can be the non-linear tune shifts. Obviously, to realize this idea we should step aside from the classic ring structure, since it does not permit us to control the sign and the magnitude of tune shift independently on the tunes themselves. We propose a lattice consisting of many arcs containing combined function (or usual) magnets and focusing (and defocusing) quadrupoles separated by identical optical channels consisting of either one, two or more dispersionless straight sections[ll. A significant advantage of such a design is the ability to separate the functions of the arcs and the straight sections. The periodical part of the arcs is a pseudo-second order achromat joined with the straight sections through a dispersion suppressor and it differs from the second order achromat[2] by non-zero chromaticity. The lattice has one focusing and one defocusing family of sextupoles located on the periodical part of the arc. Varying the chromaticity of arcs by sextupoles and the chromaticity of straight sections by quadrupoles and keeping the total chromaticity equal zero, we can modify the tune shift at any working point.
SEXTUPOLE RESONANCES WITH NONLINEAR TUNE SHIFTS
In the proposed lattice the highest multipole is a sextupole. The lattices with the small non-linearity Cz << h30q are classified among the first or second generation synchrotron light sources. The system has one centre and three saddles.
Since the non-linearity is negligibly small, the dynamic aperture is determined by the value of
when the motion is still stable. Under the resonance condition A = 0 the centre is degenerated into the saddle and the stable area shrinks into zero. In such a lattice the working point is kept as far from the resonance as possible. Usually these lattices have a small value of h30q because the sextupoles are very weak and there is no problem with the dynamic aperture.
The lattices with Cz -h30q have the moderate nonlinearity. In common case the system has four islands with four centres and three saddles. Such a lattice is used for the second and third synchrotron light sources, where the sextupoles have much stronger gradient in comparison with previous generation. To compensate sextupoles the multifamilies sextupoles schemes are used. Since the tune shifts are proportional to I h k . , k v , p l Z and the working points are chosen far away from integer tune, the non-linearity are decreased even faster than the third harmonic. Really the dynamic aperture is determined by how successful we have been in simultaneous adjustment of the appropriate value of cz and h30q.
The lattices with Cz >> h30q have to be classified as a special lattice, since it is a case, when the value of h30q is effectively suppressed, but the non-linearity remain to be under control and strong. It is obvious from (4), if the sign of the detuning A coincides with the sign of the tune shift G, the discriminant is negative and the system has only one centre at I, = 0 . Therefore this case corresponds to the maximum stable region and the lattice with these features is the most hopeful for the third and fourth generation source.
Nekhoroshev s criterium
So, in order to get the maximum stable region the sign of the non-linearity <= has to be the same as the detuning A. However, we can see from 
CONCLUSION
The emittance in this lattice is much smaller, than in a circular machine with the same number of magnets, and the dynamic aperture has a similar value with a lower sensitivity to third order resonances.
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